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Abstract 
In this paper, it is shown that the localized equivariant algebraic K-group of a scheme with 
a smooth diagonalizable group scheme action is isomorphic to that of its fixed point scheme. By 
using it, the trace formula for a coherent sheaf with a smooth diagonalizable group scheme 
action is proved. 
0. Introduction 
On a compact manifold with a cyclic group action, the Lefschetz fixed point 
formula was proved by Atiyah, Bott and Segal in [l] and [2]. It calculates the 
Lefschetz number of an elliptic complex with an action of the cyclic group as the index 
of a certain virtual complex on the fixed point set. In [2], they introduced the 
equivariant K-theory and proved the localization theorem, which says that the 
equivariant K-theory of a space with a group action is isomorphic to that of its fixed 
point set. The Lefschetz fixed point formula follows from it. 
Now we present a problem of giving the analogous formula on a scheme X with an 
action of a diagonalizable group scheme T. For a T-sheaf 9 on X, it shall calculate 
the virtual representation xi ( - l)‘H’(X; 9) of T by means of objects related to its 
fixed point scheme. To do this, we have to define the K-theory of T-sheaves and to 
prove the localization theorem in this K-theory. 
The first contributor to this problem is Nielsen. In [7], he gave a fixed point 
formula when X is a projective smooth variety over an algebraically closed field and 
T is a smooth diagonalizable group. 
Thomason considered the problem on general base schemes. In [lo], he introduced 
the equivariant algebraic K-theory for a scheme with a group scheme action and 
proved the equivariant analogues of Quillen’s results on the K-theory of schemes [S]. 
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This K-theory is good enough for giving the formula, but he did not refer to the 
localization theorem in [lo]. Instead, in [l l] he defined the equivariant topological 
K-theory and proved the localization theorem, which he called the Segal concentra- 
tion theorem, for a scheme with a diagonalizable group scheme action. Using it, he 
showed a coherent trace formula, which is a relative version of the fixed point formula. 
But this formula holds only in a restricted situation. This restriction arises from 
using the equivariant topological K-theory. So if the localization or concentration 
theorem in equivariant algebraic K-theory holds, we will obtain a coherent trace 
formula under weaker hypotheses. 
In the present paper, we will prove the localization theorem in equivariant algebraic 
K-theory in the case of a smooth diagonalizable group scheme action. By virtue 
of it, we can obtain a coherent trace formula without using equivariant topological 
K-theory. 
The proof of the theorem is the following. First we will reduce it to the case of 
a regular affine scheme over a field with the help of the localization exact sequence in 
equivariant algebraic K-theory [lo, Theorem 2.71. Next we will reduce to the case of 
projective space over a field by constructing an equivariant immersion to a projective 
space. Finally the calculation of equivariant K-groups of projective space and its fixed 
point scheme, which is due to Nielsen, completes the proof. 
Recently Thomason proved the same theorem in a different manner [12]. His proof 
does not need the assumption of smoothness of a diagonalizable group scheme. 
Moreover, using this result, he also proved the localization theorem for a reductive 
group scheme action. 
1. Localization theorem and coherent trace formula 
First of all, we suppose that all schemes are noetherian and separated. Let S be 
a base scheme. Let M be a finitely generated abelian group and let T = D,(M) be 
a finitely presented diagonalizable group scheme over S such that the group of 
characters of T becomes M. Then the representation ring of T is isomorphic to the 
group ring Z[M] [4,1.4.4]. For a scheme X over S with a T-action, the abelian 
category of coherent T-sheaves on X and its K-groups are considered [lo]. The ith 
K-group of this category is denoted by Gi( T, X). The ith K-group of the full sub- 
category which consists of all locally free T-sheaves on X is denoted by Ki( T, X). 
For a prime ideal p of Z[M], let M, be the maximal subgroup of M satisfying the 
condition that p is the inverse image of a prime ideal of Z[M/M,]. Let 
Tp = D,(M/M,), which is a subgroup scheme of T. When X = S with trivial T-action, 
the K-group K,(T, S) is isomorphic to K,(S) @ Z[M] [ll, 5.11. Since K,(T, X) and 
Gi(T, X) are K,(T, S)-modules by tensor products, they are also Z[M]-modules. So 
we can consider the localization of them at the prime ideal p, which are denoted by 
Ki( T, X), and G,(T, X), respectively. 
The main theorem of this paper is the following. 
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Theorem 1.1 (Localization theorem). Let X be a scheme of jinite type over S and 
equipped with a T-action. Let XCp) be the Tp-jixed point scheme of X and let ix : XCp)w X 
be the inclusion. If T is smooth over S, then 
ix* : Gi(T, X”‘)p ~ Gi(T, X)p 
is an isomorphism for any i 2 0. 
This theorem will be proved in Section 2. 
Let X and Y be schemes of finite type over S and equipped with T-actions. Let 
f: X + Y be a proper T-equivariant morphism which factors equivariantly as f = hj, 
where j : X + 2 is a closed immersion and h : 2 + Y is a proper morphism and Z is 
a regular scheme with a T-action. Then the T,-fixed point scheme (Zp) is also regular 
by [ll, Lemma 6.21. Let N be the conormal T-sheaf of the regular embedding 
iz : ZCp)c+ Z. Let II- 1 N = &( - l)‘[A’N], where Ai&” is the ith exterior product of 
the T-sheaf N. The class A_ i.N is invertible in K,(T, Z(p))p by [ll, Lemma 6.31. 
Since the closed immersion iz: ZCp)w Z is a regular embedding, we can define the 
pullback homomorphism 
iz : G.(T Z) + G.(T ZCp’) 1 9 I9 . 
The equivariant analogue of the self-intersection formula [3, VII.2.5, 2.71 yields the 
commutative diagram 
G.(T Zcp’) 
i,. 
I > 
\ 
* Gi(T, 4 
Suppose that T is smooth over S, then it follows from Theorem 1.1 and the above 
diagram that 
(A_iN))l nif( ):Gi(T,Z)p+Gi(T,Z’P’)p 
is the inverse for iz* and the diagram 
G,(T, X),AG,(T, Z), (‘-lM’~‘ni;( ) ‘G,(T, Z(P))p 
I 
h. 
I 
,,T”’ 
Gi(T, Y)p ‘“* ) Gi(T, ~“‘)p 
is commutative. 
For a coherent T-sheaf F on X, the element (A- iN)-’ n igj,([ F]) in 
G,(T, ZCp)), is expressed by the following virtual coherent T-sheaf Y on ZCp’, 
-1 
‘S = (i 1 ( - 1)’ Torp(j, 8, ~9,~~)) 1 00, (i c ( - l)i Tor?(O+I, 0,~) 
The virtual sheaf 9 has the support in the fixed point scheme XCp), so it can be 
regarded as a sheaf on XCp). Hence we have the following corollary. 
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Corollary 1.2. In the situation as above, we have the following equality in G,(T, Y),, 
T ( - l)i[Rif, 91 = iy, C ( - l)i[Rif*T’u’ S] 
(i 1 
. 
Especially, tf Y is an afine scheme with trivial T-action, then this equality deduces 
T ( - l)‘H’(X; 9) = c ( - l)‘H’(X’P’; 9) 
I 
in G,(A) 0 Z[A4],. 0 
2. Proof of the theorem 
In this section, we are going to prove the localization theorem. 
Lemma 2.1. In addition to the assumptions in Theorem 1.1, we assume that S is a$eld 
k and X is a quasiprojective normal scheme over k. Then we can3nd a3nite-dimensional 
k-linear representation E of T and a T-equivariant immersion XL~ P(E), where B(E) is 
the projective space with the T-action induced by E. 
Proof. This lemma is proven in [9, Theorem 2.51 when T has connected fibers, that is, 
T is a torus. By [6, Proposition 1.71, it suffices to find an ample invertible T-sheaf on 
X. We decompose the smooth diagonalizable group T as T’ x T” where T’ is a torus 
and T” is a finite etale group over k. Let k’ be a finite Galois extension field of k such 
that TL = T” x,k’ becomes discrete and let G be the Galois group of k’ over k. Then 
we can identify Tit with a finite abelian group of k’-rational points T”(k’). Let Xks, 
Tip and Tk8 denote the base field extensions of X, T’ and T and let Z: Xk, + X be the 
projection. Let 8 : T x kX -+ X be the action of T on X and let 8’ : T,. x kz Xk, --f Xk8 be 
the base field extension of 8. The Galois group G acts on T”(k’). Let (a, h) ++Oh denote 
the action G x T”(k’) + T”(k’). For an element CJ E G, the morphism o : XkC + Xk, is 
induced by the action of O- ’ on k’, which determines an action of G on Xk8. Note that 
the action of G on Xk, is not defined over k’. The group T”(k’) also acts on Xk, and the 
equality CJ 0 h = “h 0 a holds as automorphisms of Xk,. 
Since X is normal, there exists an ample invertible T’-sheaf _Y on X by [9, Theorem 
1.61. We claim that the ample invertible sheaf _Y = @ hP T,,(k,) h*z*Z’ on X,, is 
T,,-equivariant. The ample sheaf rc* 9 is T&-equivariant and h : Xk, --f Xkf commutes 
with Ti,-action for any h E T”(k). Hence h*n*Z is Ti.-equivariant and 
_$?I= @ he r,,(k’) h*n*Z is also Ti.-equivariant. For any g E T”(k’), we define 
a homomorphism $, : g* .Z” + 2 by 
h*rt*9 1 @ (hg)*z*P? = 9’, 
h E T”(k’) 
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where the isomorphism in the above is induced by canonical isomorphisms 
g* /I* 7r* 9 N (hg) *rc*_Y. Then the diagram 
g*g’* 9 - l (g’g)*Y 
9**,, 1 
ti9 $ 
i 
g*Y 
is commutative. Hence $, determines an action of T”(k’) on 9’. Since TL, can be 
identified with a finite group T”(k’), the sheaf 3” is Tc,-equivariant. Since the 
morphism +9 : g* 8’ + 9’ is Ti.-equivariant, the Tip-action and the TL,-action on 9’ 
determine a T,.-action on 3’. Hence there exists a morphism of Ok,.k,,k-modules 
ti9, : O’*_%” 1 pz 2’ satisfying the cocycle condition [lo, 1.23. 
Moreover we define a G-action on 9’. For ~7 E G, the morphism #d : CT* 9’ 1 3’ is 
defined as follows: 
&:a*Y = fJ* 
( 
@ h*n*_Y 2 
h E T”(K) > 
@ (+h)*rr*y = 2’ 
h E 7”‘(k’) 
where the isomorphism in the above is induced by canonical isomorphisms 
a*h*rt*_!Z’ N (n~h~a)*Z = (rcoO- 1 h)* 2’ N (“- ’ h)* x* 2. The isomorphism c$,, deter- 
mines a G-action on 9’. Since the morphism 4d : CT* 9’ --) 3’ is TL*-equivariant and 
the equality $h ’ (h* 40) = C$~O (6* II/,) holds as homomorphisms from 
h*o* 9’ 1: o*(,h)*Y’ to Z-Z’, the diagram of O,k,,k,,V-modules 
a*p&Y - ‘p~o*Y~ PZZ’ 
is commutative. Then the Galois descent theory implies that there exists a unique 
T-invertible sheaf d on X satisfying rr*d N 9’ as T,.-sheaves with G-actions. Since 
3’ is ample, d is also ample. 0 
Lemma 2.2. Let CI HX, be a$ltered projective system of schemes over S equipped with 
T-actions. Let I denote the index category. The transition morphisms IQ: X, + X, 
are supposed to be afine, flat and T-equivariant. Let X = lLrn= X, be the projective 
limit, which is a scheme over S with a T-action, and let u,: X -+ X, be the projections. 
Then there exists an isomorphism 
~ Gt(T, X,) N Gi(T, X) 
2 
for any i 2 0. 
Proof. Similar result for nonequivariant K-theory is proved in [8, Section 7, Proposi- 
tion 2.21. To generalize it to the equivariant K-theory, we have only to prove the 
following two statements. 
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(i) Let 9”, and 59= be two coherent T-sheaves on X,. Let FD = u& PE, Y, = uf 2JU, 
9 = ux .9@ and 9 = ux 9,, and let Horn, denote the set of T equivariant morphisms. 
Then 
is an isomorphism. 
(ii) For any coherent T-sheaf 9 on X, we canJind an object CI of I and a coherent 
T-sheaf FU on X, satisfying u,* FM Y P as coherent T-sheaves. 
These are equivariant analogues of the results in [S, 8.51 and can be proved easily 
by using it. 0 
Proof of the theorem. By the localization exact sequence [IO, Theorem 2.71, it suffices 
to prove that if the fixed point scheme XCp) is empty, then G,(T, X), = 0. 
Since T is smooth over S, the reduced scheme Xred associated with X is an 
equivariant closed subscheme of X. The Quillen’s devissage theorem [S, Section 51 
implies that Gi(T, Xred) -+ Gi(T, X) is an isomorphism. Since Xred is a scheme over 
s red, we may assume that X and S are reduced schemes. 
By the noetherian induction on S, we may assume that if the image of X + S is 
contained in a proper closed subset of S, then Gi(T, X), = 0. 
For a morphism S’ -+ S, let Xs, = X x,S’. If S is not irreducible, then there exist two 
proper closed subschemes 2, and Z, of S satisfying S = Zr u Z2. Let 
Z = Z,\(Z, n Z,), then Z = S\Zr and Xz = X\Xz,. Since Gi(T, XzJP = 0 and 
G,(T, Xz)P = 0 by the preceding assumption, the localization exact sequence [lo, 
Theorem 2.71 yields G,(T, X), = 0. 
We assume S to be irreducible. For an open subscheme U c S, the long exact 
sequence 
“’ ~ Gi(T, Xs_v)p3 Gi(T, X)p’ Gi(T, Xv)p’ Gi_,(T, Xs-“),~ .” 
is exact by [lo, Theorem 2.71. We take the inductive limit in the above sequences over 
the projective system of all nonempty affine open subschemes U c S. Since 
Gi( T, Xs_ v)r = 0 by the preceding assumption and 14, Gi( T, Xv), N Gi( T, l$ Xu), 
by Lemma 2.2, we obtain an isomorphism 
Gi( T, X), N Gi( T, ljm” X”)p. 
Since IF, Xt, N X x,Speck(S) where k(S) is the function field of S, we may assume 
S to be a field k. 
Since Tis smooth over k and X is reduced, the set of all regular points of X, which is 
denoted by Xreg, is nonempty, open and T-invariant. The noetherian induction on 
X implies Gi( T, X \X,,,), = 0, hence Gi( T, X), E Gi( T, X&r by the localization exact 
sequence [lo, Theorem 2.71. So we may assume that X is a regular scheme. 
By the proof of Lemma 5.5 in [1 11, there exists a T-invariant affine open subscheme 
U of X. Hence it suffices to show Gi(T, U), = 0 by the noetherian induction on X and 
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the localization exact sequence [lo, Theorem 2.71. Since Gi(7’, U) is a K,(T, U)- 
module, it suffices to show K,(7’, U), = 0. Since the fixed point scheme U@) is empty, 
there exist a finite-dimensional representation E of T over k and an equivariant 
immersion 
UC--f P(E)\P(E)‘P’ 
by Lemma 2.1. This immersion induces a homomorphism of rings with unit 
K,(7’, P(E)\P(E)‘P’)+ Ko(T U) > . 
If K,(T, P(E)\P(E)@)), = 0, then we have K,(T, U), = 0 by the above homomor- 
phism. Hence it suffices to show K,(T, P(E)\P(E)(p))p = 0. Since P(E)\P(E)(P’ is 
smooth over k, there exists an isomorphism K,(T, P(E)\P(E)(P’) = G,(T, P(E)\ 
P(Qcp)) by Poincare duality [lo, Theorem 5.71. So it suffices to prove the theorem in 
the case of X = P(E). Since p(E) is smooth over k, we have only to prove that 
is an isomorphism by the self-intersection formula (Section 1). For this, we will 
apply the calculation of K-groups of P(E) and its fixed point scheme, which is due to 
Nielsen [7]. 
The representation space E can be decomposed as E = OAEM EA where T act on 
El through 1. For an element n E M/M,, let E, = BLE,, EA. Then the fixed point 
scheme P(E)(p) is equal to n,,,,,, P(E,). 
Let e’ be the element of K,( T, Speck) 2: Z[M] representing 2 E M and nA the rank 
of EA. Let K,(T, X) = 0, z. K,(T, X), which is a ring with unit. The Nielsen’s 
argument [7] says that there exists an isomorphism of rings 
K,(T, f9Ctlln,,, 0 - e”P 1 K,(T, P(E)) sending t to [O(l)] and that the diagram 
K (T P(E)) 
* ) P 
/i!---y;*(~;;;;‘1 )) 
T 
* 2 n P 
n E M/M, 
f 
K&Y 9,Ctll fl (t - d”^ --- @ K,(T $,[tlin (t - e’P 
IEM n EM/M, 2.EA 
is commutative, where the bottom horizontal map sends t to BnEMIMp t. All vertical 
maps in the diagram are isomorphisms. 
For &A’ E M, satisfying 1. - 1’ $ M,, we have the following equation, 
t - e” = e”‘(1 - enpi’) + t - e”‘, 
and e”‘(1 - e’-“‘) E Z[M],’ IS a unit by the definition of M,. Hence the ideal in Z[M], 
generated by t - e’ and t - e” is equal to Z[M],. The Chinese remainder theorem 
implies that the bottom horizontal map of the diagram is an isomorphism. Hence 
i& is also an isomorphism. Cl 
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